
MT150DZ
Double zone ageing and service temperature wine cellar
Prestige range

            

Capacity: 152 bottles*:
- upper part: 80 bottles
- lower part: 72 bottles

Vinotag compatible**  

Free standing and built-under installation

Design: metal external body stainless steel
style body door frame

Cooling system: compressor

Type of cold: ventilated cooling

Adjustable temperature ranges of use: 
- upper part: 5°C - 20°C
- lower part: 5°C - 20°C

Electronic regulation

Thermometer with analog display

White LED lights with switch button

Humidity control: natural (hygrodynamy
concept)

1 glass door, anti-UV treated, 2-layers
tempered glass with lock

 

 

BUILT-IN & FREE-STANDING
Modern, the MT150DZ has the particularity of being able to
be installed free-standing or built-in. Its multi-choice
installation allows it to integrate easily into your interior,
whether in your living rooms or in your kitchen. 

LOW-E GLASS
The cellar door ensures optimal security, the lock protects
the wine in your absence wild the glazing door with low-E
glass filter protects the bottles from UV and reduces the
exchange of cold and heat between the interior of the
cabinet and its external environment to achieve real
energy savings.

ACCOMPANY YOUR WINES AT THEIR PEAK DATE
Thanks to its 2 zones, with independent settings, age and
bring to tasting temperature several types of wine in the
same cellar. Aging cellar commitments, age your wines in
complete safety. The MT150DZ aging cellar concentrates
essential characteristics to reproduce the storage
conditions of a natural cellar: constant temperature,
controlled humidity, anti-vibration technology (SilentBlock),
air renewal system (2 active carbon filters) and protection
against the light.

OPTIMIZED STORAGE
Store your wines on its 7 beech wood shelves with
stainless steel front; ergonomic and sliding, they allow
quick and easy access to your bottles. The LED interior
lighting (on both sides) allows rapid identification of bottles.
 

Our products are manufactured in compliance with European environmental
rules. Especially, refrigerant fluid (R600a) doesn’t reject neither CFC nor HFC
and respect environment.

Energy consumption is calculated based on the result obtained for 24h in
standard test conditions. The actual energy consumption depends on the
conditions of use and location of the device.
This equipment is designed to be used in an ambient temperature between
Néant.
This appliance is intended to be used exclusively for the storage of wine.

Alcohol abuse is dangerous for health, please consume in moderation.

*Capacity given as an indication with 75cl Bordeaux traditional type bottles
and measured with shelves. Adding shelves reduce considerably the total
capacity.
**Thanks to the Vinotag® application, benefit from a digital register of your
wine cellar and be alerted of the peak dates of your wines. In partnership with
Vivino, scan your bottle to access its pre-filled wine sheet.
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> EQUIPMENTS INCLUDED

7 sliding wooden shelves (beech), stainless steel

4 adjustable feet (height 0.6 cm)

2 active charcoal filters

Removable ventilation grid

> TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Energy class: G

Annual electrical consumption: 181 kWh

Climatic class: N-ST

Noise level: 39 dB

EEI: 171.00

Voltage: 220 240 V

Power input: 120 W

Category: 2 - Wine cellar

Type of gas: R600a

> SAFETY

notify you when your attentionVisual and audible alarms: 
is required

> COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES

Cabron filter (Filtre3 - Lsi)

 

> LOGISTIC DATAS

Gross dimensions (WxDxH cm) :  66 x 77,8 x 184,8

Net dimensions (WxDxH cm) :  59,5 x 67,5 x 176

Gross weight (kg) :  96.50

Net weight (kg) :  89.40

Full truck (pcs) :  0

Container (pcs) 20'   :  24

40'   :  54

40' HC   :  73
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